Digital fire alarm annunciator
Pneuman, a clear overview !
Pneuman designs and manufactures a wide range of
conventional and digital control panels. A Pneuman panel is
easily recognised by its clear display, simple controls,
indestructible condition and perfect operation. The 30,000 fire
detection panels that we supplied over the past thirty years, all
with consistent high quality, have earned Pneuman the
position of market leader.
People who choose Pneuman, choose an authority and an
expert in the field.
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A clear overview

Digital fire alarm annunciator

Bestseller Aarhus Danmark

A Digital fire alarm annunciator provides clear information to the fire
department, emergency response provider, facility manager and end
user in case of an alarm. It gives an insight into how to act adequately in
case of a calamity. Pneuman provides a reliable and certifiable panel.
The screen resembles that of a conventional panel, but appearances can
be deceiving. The panel is equipped with the latest internet technologies
and can be linked to any brand of fire control system.
'This new technology will make an everincreasing contribution to safety.'
Reliable
Multifunctional
First off, the screen can be used for other purposes, such as presentations or internal information
provision. However, if a fire is detected somewhere, then the screen is instantly switched on by the fire
control system. It immediately displays where the fire is located as required by law. Any special wishes of
the user can also be taken into account.

The digital fire control panel consists of a
touchscreen with an impact-proof screen and an
embedded industrial-quality PC without any
moving parts.
The connection to the fire control system is
achieved by means of a serial connection.

Flexible
The panel can easily be adapted to engineering
adjustments.

Additional options
Indicating escape routes, extinguishing mains,
gathering locations, wind direction and storage
of hazardous substances are all part of the
many options. Touchscreen controls are also
possible.
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